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HOW TO INSTALL TRELLIS

Trellis looks great and to help you add trellis to your garden, we’ve written 
some DIY trellis installation methods for new fence panel and trellis installation 
or adding trellis to an existing fence, which anyone can use.  

Types of Trellis (Examples):

Diamond
Lattice Trellis

Pressure Treated
Square Trellis
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Installing Trellis with Fence Panels – New

You’re planning to install a new wooden fence with panels but would like to include a 
trellis topper on top? Read our simple step-by-step guide to find out how. 

To install your new trellis top, the materials and tools required are:

- Trellis 
- Wood screws (35mm)
- Galvanised Trellis Clip (also known as ‘U’ bracket) 
Top Tip - For trellis you need two clips per side and more for taller trellis
- A drill 

Procedure:

1. To add trellis on top of your new panels, ensure you leave enough space at the 
top of the post

2. Attach two trellis clip (‘u’ bracket) to the inside of each of the post. We suggest 
you should place these clips (bracket) about midway, so that it is between the top and 
the bottom of the trellis. Remember to add trellis clips to the top and bottom of each 
post to ensure the trellis is secure once fixed.  

3. Next, fix the clips with your wood screws, using a drill 

4. With a helper, carefully slot the trellis topper in place

5. Then fix the trellis with 35mm screws through the brackets 

6. Repeat process until complete

This task will require two people

It will roughly take about 30 minutes to complete 
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Installing Trellis Toppers to Existing Fence 

You might find yourself in a situation where you don’t need to install a new fence but 
would like to add trellis onto an existing fence. Read our simple installation guide to 
find out how. 

Materials required:

- Post cap 
- Metpost Post Extender 
- Extension post 
- Trellis 
- Hammer 
- Woodscrews 
- Trellis clip 
- Drill

Metpost Post Extender in use: 

Procedure:

1. In order to add trellis to an existing fence, it is important to extend the existing 
fence post.  To do this, use a Metpost post extender and add an extra piece of post to 
gain your required height. 

Top Tip: You might want to use a hammer to secure the Metpost Post Extender into 
place. 

2. Once you have assembled the post extender and extension post in place, follow 
procedure steps 2 -5 from our ‘how to install with fence panels – new’ on page 2. 

3. Once complete, use a post cap to the top of the post to add a decorative finish 
and protect the top of your post. 

4. Enjoy the beauty of your new trellis in your garden home 

This task will require two people


